Background Condyлома acuminata are soft, skin colored, fleshy warts that are caused by the Human Papilloma Virus (HPV), typically HPV 6 and 11 genotypes. The disease is highly contagious, can appear singly, confluent, multiple, small or large. Although anogenital warts are considered to be sexually transmitted in adults, this may not be the case for children. Genital warts in children may result from several modes of transmission: from the maternal genital tract autoinoculation, from finger warts and nonsexual transmission from members/careers. Generally diagnosis of anogenital warts is usually made on physical examination. Surgical treatment options include cryotherapy, laser vaporisation, electrocautery and excision. Nonsurgical approaches in children include the use of podophyllotoxin and imiquimod.

Approach We present a 12-month-old female patient presented with a 6 month history of papillomatosis changes in the anogenital area. The child was born by vaginal delivery after full term normal pregnancy. No maternal medical history of genital warts during her pregnancy. She tested negative for Syphilis at pregnancy.

Physical examination of the child was normal except for the presence of multiple light purple skin-colored, confluent verrucous eruptions affecting the vulva and perianal region (Figure 1). Gynecological examination showed no abnormalities. The hymen was intact, and there was no evidence of ulcerations or other signs of trauma to the vaginal or anal orifices. Biopsy of the lesion was not performed. The girl was treated with 25% Podophyllotoxin solution, carefully applied at the hospital to the lesions once a week and at every visit, there was evident reduction in the number and size of warts. Treatment was continued for a total of 5 weeks, during which time the lesions cleared almost completely.

Conclusion We conclude from this case that condyломas acuminata are not only transmitted sexually but through nonsexual ways as well, such is this case, from the infected mother to the infant. We also report safe and effective treatment of anogenital warts in a child with regular and carefully applied 2.5% Podophyllotoxin solution.

Methods The Network Epidemiology of Syphilis Transmission study enrolled 655 sexually active MSM aged 18+ from January 2019 through March 2020 (n=329 Black, n=209 White). At the first study visit, participants were asked about current health insurance status (private or public) and syphilis testing in the 12 months prior to enrollment (yes or no). We used chi-square tests to examine health insurance status and syphilis testing by city comparing Black to White MSM.

Results Although not statistically significant, lower percentages of Black than White MSM in Baltimore had health insurance (79.6%) vs. 92.4%, p=0.11), while insurance was universally high in Columbus, regardless of race (95%, p=0.09). Lower percentages of Black than White MSM in Baltimore had been tested for syphilis in the past 12 months (61.7% vs. 78.7%, p=0.06), but we observed no testing differences by race in Columbus (65%, p=0.99). In Baltimore, fewer insured Black MSM had been tested for syphilis in the last 12 months compared to insured White MSM, but the difference was not significant (63.4% vs. 78.7%, p=0.12) and was similar in Columbus (64.9% vs. 66.4%, p=0.91).

Conclusions Consistent, but non-significant, differences in insurance coverage by race in Baltimore compared with Columbus may indicate geographic variation in healthcare access which can impact timely syphilis testing among MSM.

P093 IMPACT OF COVID-19 HARD LOCKDOWN MEASURES ON SEXUAL BEHAVIOUR IN VICTORIA, AUSTRALIA: FINDINGS FROM A NATIONAL ONLINE SURVEY

Background The residents of Victoria (Australia’s second most populous state), were subject to a hard lockdown for several months as they experienced a second wave of COVID-19. Victorians could only leave their homes for essential activities, were required to wear facemasks, remain within 5km of their homes and were subject to a nightly curfew. Elsewhere in Australia, COVID numbers remained low with no lockdown in place. We examined the impact of the lockdown on the sexual behaviour of Victorians compared with elsewhere in Australia.

Methods Our online survey was open for 2.5 weeks during the lockdown (August 13th to 31st). Participants aged 18+ were recruited via social media and asked to report on their current sexual practices. Logistic regression was used to calculate the difference in the proportion of practices between Victorians and non-Victorians.

Results 976 people completed the survey: 71% identified as female, 75% were aged 18-29 years, 61% resided in
Victoria. Compared with elsewhere in Australia, Victorians were less likely to report sex in the last 4 weeks (54.8% vs 68.0%, diff = -13.3%, 95% CI -19.6, -6.9). Victorians were also less likely to report casual hook-ups (10.6% vs 17.3%; diff = -6.7%, 95% CI -12.5, -0.8) and sex with a fuckbuddy (10.6% vs 16.9%; diff = -6.2%, 95% CI -12.1, -0.4). There was no difference in dating app use in the last 4 weeks between Victorians and others (27.0% vs 26.6%; diff = 0.4; 95% CI -5.2, 6.1), but Victorians were more likely to report using apps for virtual dates (15.7% vs 2.9%; diff = 12.8%, 95% CI 6.2, 19.3) and chatting (83.0% vs 72.5%; diff = 10.5; 95% CI 0.0, 20.9) and less likely to use them for face-to-face dates (15.1% vs 56.9%; diff = -41.8%, 95% CI -52.9, -30.7).

Conclusions Hard lockdowns impact sexual behaviour and practices. However, sexual activity did not stop completely, highlighting the importance of ensuring accessibility of sexual and reproductive health services during periods of restriction.
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Background Patient delivered partner therapy (PDPT) refers to the process in which antibiotic treatment for chlamydia infection is prescribed or provided to an index case to pass onto their sexual partner/s. Since 2015, health authority guidance for PDPT has been provided in some areas of Australia. However evidence regarding PDPT use in Australia is limited. We investigated recent use and perceptions of PDPT for chlamydia among general practitioners (GPs) working in Australia.

Methods During 2019 we conducted an online survey comprising multiple-choice and open-ended questions to investigate GPs’ chlamydia management practices, including PDPT. We conducted logistic regression to identify factors associated with offering PDPT and directed content analysis of free-text data to explore GPs’ perceptions towards PDPT.

Results A total of 323 GPs responded to the survey, 85.8% (n = 277) answered PDPT-focused questions, providing 628 free-text comments. Over half (53.4%) reported never offering PDPT while 36.5% sometimes and 10.1% often offered PDPT. GPs more likely to offer PDPT were aged ≥55 years (adjusted odds ratio, AOR 2.8, 95% CI 1.4–5.7), worked in non-metropolitan areas (AOR 2.5, 95% CI 1.5–4.4) and in Australian States/Territories with health authority PDPT guidance (AOR 2.3, 95% CI 1.4–3.9). Qualitative data showed many GPs recognised PDPT’s potential to treat difficult to engage partners but expressed hesitancy to offer PDPT because they considered it best practice for partners to attend care. A case-by-case approach that considered patient and partner circumstances to determine PDPT suitability was emphasised. Many GPs indicated a need for professional and health authority guidance that PDPT is permissible and practical resources to support its use.

Conclusions GPs appear to accept the place of PDPT as targeted to those who may otherwise not access testing or treatment. Availability of health authority guidance appears to have supported some GPs to incorporate PDPT into their practice.
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Background Young women are at greater risk of acquiring C. trachomatis and N. gonorrhoeae. We aimed to determine the risk factors for gonococcal and chlamydial infections and to investigate the clinical impact of these infections.

Methods We performed a longitudinal study by means of a cohort of 1437 young women who were enrolled in a cohort study. Participants were tested for gonococcal and chlamydial infections at baseline, at 6 months and at 12 months and at any time they requested. A nested case-control study was conducted to identify the risk factors for these infections.

Results A total of 217 participants were included in the case-control study. The incidence rate of gonococcal infection was 14.9/1000 person-years and the incidence rate of chlamydial infection was 24.3/1000 person-years. The adjusted odds ratio of gonorrhea was 1.46 (95% CI 1.15-1.85) and the adjusted odds ratio of chlamydia was 2.46 (95% CI 1.85-3.25). The most significant risk factors for gonorrhea were age (adjusted odds ratio, AOR 3.9, 95% CI 1.5–10.2), sex with a new partner in the last year (AOR 9.2, 95% CI 1.4–62.3) and number of sex partners in the last year (AOR 3.5, 95% CI 1.1–10.3). The most significant risk factors for chlamydia were age (AOR 3.9, 95% CI 1.5–10.2), sex with a new partner in the last year (AOR 9.2, 95% CI 1.4–62.3) and number of sex partners in the last year (AOR 3.5, 95% CI 1.1–10.3).

Conclusions Young women are at greater risk of acquiring C. trachomatis and N. gonorrhoeae. Age, sex with a new partner in the last year and number of sex partners in the last year are significant risk factors for these infections.